2013 gmc terrain battery

Not sure what battery to get for your GMC Terrain? You can pretty much drive your GMC Terrain
until you don't want to anymore. But your Terrain's battery? Don't count on it to last forever.
The average car battery lasts three to five years. Replace it regularly instead! Look out for
symptoms of a faulty car battery. A sluggish engine start, an illuminated check engine light or
battery signal, swollen battery case, corroded battery terminals, or weak lights can all be signs
that your battery is waving goodbye. Our equipment can see how much charge is left in your
battery. Drop in for a free battery check and, if needed, a replacement battery for your GMC
Terrain. Car batteries are one of our many specialties! Our expert technicians understand GMC
service recommendations for Terrain battery cold cranking amps and reserve capacity. Get help
figuring out the battery size that fits your car perfectly, and schedule an appointment today for a
quick car battery replacement. Interstate leads the way in terms of car battery reliability,
performance, and innovation. Their tried and true products are commonly used in forklifts
severe duty trucks, UTVs, and even boats! Your GMC Terrain needs a reliable battery to run
optimally. Have you recently had a fresh battery installed in your GMC Terrain? Great job! Give
your new car battery the best start with proper care. Give your new battery a hand by cutting
back on unnecessary short trips, keeping the battery posts corrosion-free, and avoiding radio
and electronic component use when the engine is off. Get answers to common car battery
questions, from Firestone Complete Auto Care. If you have a battery question that's unique to
your GMC Terrain battery, stop by your nearest store. Our expert techs have the answers you
need. Schedule an Appointment. A car battery that needs to be jump-started every time is as
good as dead. It may be getting old. Stop by for a free battery test at your favorite Firestone
Complete Auto Care to learn more about the state of your battery. What do you do with my old
Terrain battery? We recycle it, taking care of both your car and the Earth. You can find
affordable Terrain batteries by using one of our car battery coupons, when available. The best
part is, every Interstate Battery has both a maintenance-free performance warranty and a
limited-time free replacement. Shop Batteries. The battery should also be over 12 volts even
with the vehicle sitting. When the battery saver is active, it causes many of the vehicles non
essential functions to stop or run slower including the air conditioner , in order to increase
battery life. If electrical voltage gets much lower than the The battery saver increases the driving
range of your Terrain when the system is not properly charging. If this feature is on, assume
that your vehicle will stop running and get it fixed immediately. The battery saver is usually
activated when an alternator goes bad, but there can be other causes as well. If they look
corroded, clean them off with a wire brush. If the battery saver light came on when you were
already driving, that is a strong indicator that the alternator is bad. With the engine running, the
alternator should be putting out at least The alternator could be all the way bad not charging the
battery at all. Or it can be going bad, which means that it is charging some, but not enough to
meet the needs of the vehicle. If the alternator appears to be fine from your testing and the
battery cables are clean that leaves the battery and battery current sensor. It would still be wise
to have the battery tested before it is replaced. It could still be the battery current sensor that is
at fault. It is connected to the negative battery terminal. If there is anything that you would like
to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck fixing your GMC Terrain! Bad Alternator If the
battery saver light came on when you were already driving, that is a strong indicator that the
alternator is bad. Bad Battery If the alternator appears to be fine from your testing and the
battery cables are clean that leaves the battery and battery current sensor. Is there an electrical
issue with the terrains that gmc is hiding and wont admit to because of the scare of recall. There
must be some short somewhere or some other electrical issue. It is possible that battery is
faulty however. John answered 4 years ago. I have a Terrain, and three times I went to start it
and the battery was fully drained. I had it jump started by AAA and they gave a quick test. Three
times the dealer rand a full diagnostic check and could not find any issues. There has been
other terrain owners with the same issue on this posting. We used to have kids taking gas from
our cars, now maybe they are taking electrons from our batteries? I really have no answer. If
your phone charger is not connected to a phone, it does not draw any charge. It is a minimal
draw anyway. I think it is a design flaw in the computer system. All my lights are set on auto
turn off after a few minutes so it is not that. The radio turns off when the door is opened. We had
the same thing happening to our GMC Terrain. It happened about 11 times. The other times we
had it towed. We decided to trade it in Not good for trade-in value. They didn't want to give us
anything for it. It was in excellent condition and had 43, miles on it. Very sad. Definitely a lemon.
We were going to work with GM to let us know what they'd do for us but hubby was impatient to
get out of this. Love the car but it's battery died unexpectedly on December 26th, This was just
the beginning of many times that this has happened since then including yesterday, February
21, I have been taking my car into the dealership for this problem since and they have yet to find
the cause. They have replaced the battery 3 times in addition to the original battery. So far my

car has only died while parked at home which has been a blessing. The dealership has tested
the car each time to test for a draw on the battery but could not find anything. They have
suspected that something in our garage was waking the computer in the car that was causing
the drain. I started parking my car under the deck instead of in the garage yet it still dies. They
have suggested that I ad a trickle battery charger to my car which I didn't do because I think
there is a problem with the car that needs addressing. I can't believe that my car is sensitive to
it's surroundings and if it is Do I have to be careful where I park my car each time I go
somewhere? I think not. I have documented all these occurrences with GM and am hoping for
some kind of help in either fixing my car or having it declared a lemon. From what I understand I
have to complain to the state representative in order to have it declared a lemon however I
purchased my car in another state other than where I live and I have not pursued that avenue as
of yet. My warranty runs out in mid March so I fell the urgency to get some answers. I am so
glad I found this site. Glad I am not the only one to have had this problem. I sure hope we can all
find out what is wrong with our cars. Love my Terrain when it runs!! As you have seen from my
post above, it happened to me three times. Each time a full day of testing was done, so I was
told, and nothing was found. Others have done the same thing, but nothing was found or
replaced. I have gone a year now with no repeats, but am weary all the time. Something in the
garage causing a drain because activating the Terrain's computer? They smoking dope or
blowing it up your? The battery check out fine, one guy replaced the battery only to have it drain
again. I think there is something in the4 computer that causes a slow drain. I agree, I love the
car, wish it had a turbo on it like the MBZ does for more guts and better economy, but it's not in
the works. You can contact the state department of consumer affairs and ask about the lemon
law in your state. It is a car sold nation wide, no matter where you bought it. I'm sure GM
corporate may contact you. If I could keep the same payments, I'd trade mine in for a new one
that does not have the problems. John, thank you for your response. My car died the first time
in Dec of I called GM roadside assistance and they sent a guy to jump start the car which
worked. The next time it died my husband charged it at home after seeing how to hook it up
from the GM guy. We didn't know where to attach the cables when we first looked at it. These
new cars make simple things more difficult by hiding the battery under the computer as I'm sure
you have discovered with your experiences with your Terrain. On Feb, 10, I took my car to the
dealership to find out what was causing the battery to die and after testing they installed a new
battery. The old battery failed testing. On Feb 24, the battery failed again. Dealership kept it till
Mar 4, trying to duplicate the draw on the battery but still couldn't. On Nov 20, I was leaving on a
trip only to find my car battery was dead once again. My husband charged it and I drove for the
entire weekend and driving around miles. No problems. Again on Dec 9, battery died again They
suggested that I add a trickle charger to my car which I didn't do. Battery lasted till Sept.
Dealership replaced battery for the second time. Between Sept 6 and Sept 20th, my two main
headlights blew out at the same time. I found it strange that both headlights blew out at the
same time. Dealership replaced lights. On Dec 6th, the battery failed and again the dealership
replaced the battery. This is battery 3 not including the original factory battery. I have parked my
car outside and under our deck since Sept 6, to see if indeed they was something causing the
modules to wake up and drain the battery when housed in the garage like they had suggested
but it once again died yesterday, Feb 21, I am waiting to hear back from GMC regarding this
issue once again. I have been very patient during this journey but am increasingly frustrated. I
feel like the dealership is just putting a band-aid on the problem by replacing the battery the
battery all these times and telling me my car has been fixed when it clearly has not. My warranty
runs out in about three weeks. Don't know what my options will be then. John answered 3 years
ago. Not the customer service at the dealership, but corporate. They have in the past been
extremely helpful. If that does not help, try your state's Department of Automotive Repair and
talk to them. You are not alone. This site has a lot of people sounding off about the exact same
issue. John, I have a question for you. Today after I removed my key from the ignition and had
opened the door the radio turned off like it always has but the thought came to my mind Well,
not thinking I like I said had turned off the car, had the keys in my hand and the driver's door
opened when I reached over and hit the button to turn off the radio. Of course as I was doing
this I realized that the button would not turn off since the car was not running. Much to my
surprise No keys, door open and radio came back on! Have you ever seen this happen before?
Any ideas you may have regarding this issue will be greatly appreciated. I'm at my wits end and
since my warranty ran out in late March of I am trying to figure out what my causes are. I even
tried deprogramming my garage door remote in my Terrain in case there was something with
the signal was causing a cell in my car's computer to WAKE Up like the dealership suggested.
Jordon answered 3 years ago. Happy summer to all My terrain just started doing the same thing
I bought a with 44k miles on it. Now it's dying all the time and the battery has been tested as

good. Has anyone had them look at the apparent "bluetooth issue" that was in other GM
vehicles and drained battery? Ok, let me junks myself. I got the 30K service done today and oil
changed. I asked the long time service written if he has had many Terrains come in with dead or
drained batteries lately. He said it was a problem for a while, but it has not bee an issue as of
lately as far as he knows. Perhaps there is a part change that is done if it comes in and the
consumer is not told? Watch, tomorrow my car will not start. So far so good. I hear the Terrains
will have three new engines, two gas and one diesel, all turbo. Nothing about milage as of yet. I
think if I can, I'll give it one year, then get a diesel turbo if they work out without issues. Wonder
if they bought the VW supply of turbo diesels? They should improve the milage of the Terrain a
lot with the Turbo chargers, and the passing speed. Gordon answered 3 years ago. Roberjacc
answered 3 years ago. On my 2nd battery with my Terrain. Current battery is 1 month old and
today, i had dead battery. Car was in garage for 1 week after being out of town. There is a
definite issue, but dealer not willing to admit. Have 40k miles and love the vehicle, but this may
be my last GMC product. Roberjacc I had a Terrain too. I said HAD! I loved my Terrain too but I
had four batteries during the three years I had mine. I took it in more times than I like to
remember. My warranty ran out in March and once I was no longer under warranty I decided to
try something to see if it would make a difference. I had programmed my garage door remote in
my Terrain when I first got it and wondered if it was something related to the remote could be
affecting my car and causing it to drain the battery. I don't know whether it made the difference
or not. Just something you might want to try. Couldn't hurt! I really hope that was the cause of
the battery issue but feel so much better with my new car and 3 more years of warranty! Good
luck with your Terrain. I got in it and it started up with no hesitation. The battery indicated it was
fully charged. Whoo, what happened? Go figure. GuruYQC1N answered 2 years ago. First 3
times the dealership said battery was fine, no explanation on why it keeps dying. After 4th time,
AAA said battery cell was bad when they tested it Battery jumped 3 more times and now a 3rd
battery installed. The Vehicle is driven once or twice a week for a little over an hour. It should be
able to hold a charge. No explanation. Car only has 11, miles on it. We are parking it outside of
the garage but it has had ZERO help in stopping the car from being dead. I loved the car but
with this exact problem happening constantly with these GMC cars, and no fix from the
dealership, i have no faith in this vehicle anymore. John answered 2 years ago. Hey everyone
that following this tread. On another one talking about the identical problem of dead batteries, a
possible solution was found. The person on his third trip to the dealer with a dead battery and
no issues found was told, if you are using bluetooth and do not turn off the bluetooth before
turning off the vehicle, the bluetooth will remain on and drain the battery. Thinking back to my
two issues, I was using the bluetooth and when getting home turned off the car and my phone
was not turned off util later. Dead battery. They that. It's not the phones around the vehicle, but
the ones hooked into your car. That's the only problem I have had with the Terrain so far, and
most people echo that. GM should know that, and tell customers to turn off the phone's
bluetooth they mate to the vehicle. Hope this helps. Why in have i taken it into the dealership 5
times and each of those times they keep sending me home saying they see no problem with the
vehicle? Think as a corporation. If they admit the 2. Since it is not a hazard or safety issue, the
fed regulators don't get involved. Not saying it's true, but food for thought. Also how many
people don't report this? Aim so frustrated. It has to be in the radio system or the ignition
switch. GM did have a massive recall on ignition switches a year or so back. At this point, with
the dealerships not knowing what is wrong, and no being able to fix it, it is a computer, radios
system or switch. John, i understand how expensive it is to do a recall, but i also really hate a
company purposefully being negligent just because of cost. Do you think this is something i
should look into with legal counsel? This seems to be a massive known problem that they are
just attempting to fix with a bandaid time and again. My biggest complaint is constant getting
the car jumped, taking it in, spending days at the dealership just to be told over and over and
over and over again they can find nothing wrong. GuruYQC1N, First I do not work , nor ever
worked for ant car company and only in a car repair garage in the early 70 for a short time. I like
the GM products, and if you can find an attorney that will listen and take your cause, more
power to you. On this blog you will find several people that has experienced the same issues,
and those are only the ones that have logged on here. I hate having a new car and yet always
wonder in the back of my mind, "Will it start? I proposed a class action law suit a few years ago,
but was told by followers, it is not a safety issue, so it may not fly in Federal court. You need to
talk to an attorney that specializes in this type of issue, they will know if you could win or not, or
even fit the criteria for a class action law suit. In California we have a lemon law, that protects
consumers that have the same issue over three times, and not get it resolved, can demand full
refund for the car and the company has to take it back. I really love the car, and besides this
issue it runs great. GuruBWT4W answered 2 years ago. I have a Terrain Dealership wanting to

put a battery tender on it as a solution Any input on a battery tender? They are saying it is
because I do not drive it often enough? GuruBV4PK answered 2 years ago. Told them they are
keeping the car all month if it takes for them to figure it out: guess what They replaced the
stupid thing But literally, this was after hooking it up to GMC computers and they still had no
idea what was draining the battery. Mike answered 2 years ago. Service people, say Explain
please Has anyone figured out the problem? I've been reading multiple threads discussing GMC
Terrain electrical problems! I've Had to change my battery twice and replaced the alternator. I
bought my terrain with 58, miles used so I'm not covered by a warranty. Guru1WL5W answered
about a year ago. Have them check the Intake A Camshaft Position Actuator Circuit Open Bank
1 my check engine kept coming on and I have brought new with only 39, miles on it they had to
replace both sides of the camshaft it kept dying. Guru1XW3F answered about a year ago. Did
replacing the camshaft work. Reading these comments makes me feel like my only solution is
buying a jumper to keep in my trunk. I had 2 alternators installed as I was told that was the
problem. The car stalled on us a few times while driving. Since this is a known issue, the
dealers should be aware and GM should be covering these expenses. How was it detected? Was
it fixed? I am thinking of calling GM corporate and or the State??? UGH thank you. In my
experience, if it's not started every single day, maybe every other day, DEAD! When you dread
hitting unlock on your fob or you have a little celebration inside every time it actually unlocks
your car, you know struggle. Absolutely ridiculous! GM "should" be asham.. Why would they
give a rat's when they are in the circle of companies, "Too Big To Fail". Imagine that, being
unfortunate enough that you can't even fail. I'd sell it if I could sleep at night. GuruBWT4W
answered about a year ago. Same problem with my GMC Terrain On my 4 th battery I turn off
radio before getting out of car I do not leave phone battery Charger plugged in when car is off!
There is definitely a problem GMC Has with this model car, but, they will not admit it!
GuruBV4PK answered about a year ago. The fan that was on in the back of the Yukon was a
passenger vent fan It was low enough for no one to notice, until we demanded GMC keep the
vehicle until they figured it out. They replaced something computer piece?? Guru7KVZ2
answered 8 months ago. Andrew answered 6 months ago. My just started this at miles
Guru99MF7N answered 4 months ago. I have a terrain for the past year I have put 4 batteries in
it and had it checked out twice at the dealership. No one can tell us what is killing these
batteries. There has to be a defect in these vehicles that GMC want acknowledge! We had a new
radio put in and now it seems as if the radio is turning off when the car is killed Guru9D5LGM
answered 3 months ago. I just purchased a Terrain at a auction and had no problems with it
starting up. Until I used the cigarette lighter port to charge my phone. I left it plugged in and
after 5 days the car wouldn't say a word. Held my key hostage and everything. So jumped it off
and waiting to see what happens tonight. Diane answered 2 months ago. My GMC Terrain just
died. I had the radio on for about 10 minutes without the car being on. I jumped it and off I went.
The battery is brand new. This also happened to me this summer, after which I replaced the
battery. I also bought a portable jump starter in case it happened again. Apparently I cannot run
the radio without the car being turned on in this vehicle. Now GMC Terrain will not start after
being parked in the driveway. I have jumped it 5 times in one week. The battery simply will not
hold charge. The vehicle is now in the shop. I hope to just get it started enough to trade it in.
Haleymclain answered about a month ago. Five months after purchasing it, the battery was
completely dead. So we got a new battery. About later, started having battery issues again!
Dying every single day! Once the weather warmed up, the battery did fine for about months.
Then it would randomly not start up in the mornings. Now we have to jump start it every single
day, sometimes multiple times a day. We have never connected the Bluetooth setting up since
getting the car. We keep taking it in and apparently nothing can be found wrong with it. I call BS.
I bought the car at 63k miles. Guru9YP9SD answered 2 weeks ago. I first noticed that this car
drinks oil like crazy I paid for a new battery today had it put it. Soon as I turned it on the battery
light was still on. By the time I made it to work the heat stopped blowing. I have a feeling when I
get off its not going to start. Pisses me off reading this page that so many people have issues.
Someone needs to take GMC down. I just started a new job and now it looks like this car wont
be dependable and I owe so much on this car. Im in a lose lose situation. GMC Sucks. I dont
need to find a lawyer I have LegalShield and Im going to have them look into this today. A darn
shame. Remote Started the Car and put my key in to take off and it shutdown, Tried to manually
start the car and Car Lock light came on and will not start, I can no longer Remote Start or
Manually start the My GMC Terrain has 96, miles. I get regular oil changes and use
recommended gasoline brands only Lately my car has been doing a "sputter" when turning the
car off. Also sometimes there is I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of

Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new GMC Terrain question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars For Sale. Lake Ford helped make these videos. The video above shows you how to replace
the battery in your GMC Terrain. We recommend changing the battery in GMCs every 4 years.
Although some batteries last much longer, most batteries begin breaking down chemically after
four years, so you could experience dimmer headlights and other negative effects before you
have a dead battery in your Terrain that you need to replace. Replacing the battery in your
Terrain involves removing the terminals. When you reconnect the terminals, your radio presets
are likely to be cleared out. In some Terrains, you may need to re-enter a security code to get
your radio to work again. Check for this code in your owners manual - it will usually be either a
sticker or small card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call GMC and they will give you the code
for free. In many GMCs, the transmission "learns" how you drive over time and makes
adjustments, so you may experience altered driving dynamics as your car re-learns your driving
style after changing the battery. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers
how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. The best way to fix leaking hoses is to replace them, but if you
don't have time, a stop leak product might work for you. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace
an interior fuse. Replace your air filter! Isn't efficiency great? Fix leaky hoses. Change the
parking light. Small bulbs that burn out regularly - did you know you can replace these with LED
lights? See all videos for the GMC Terrain. We have a massive and growing video library, but we
don't have everything Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Accessory Power
Relay. Air Bag Sensor Connector. Ambient Air Temperature Sensor Connector. Ambient Light
Sensor. Ambient Temp Sensor. Antenna Adapter. Antenna Cable. Anti-Theft Control Module.
Audio Amplifier. Back Glass Wiper Motor. Back Up Light. Back Up Light Bulb. Battery Cable.
Battery Cable Terminal Adjuster. Body Harness Connector. Brake Light Bulb. Communication
Interface Module Connector. Control Unit. Cruise Control Switch. Data Link Resistor. Daytime
Light Relay. Dome Light Bulb. Door Lock Actuator. Door Lock Actuator Motor. Door Window
Lock-Out Relay. Door Window Switch Connector. Fog Lamp Socket. Fog Light. Fog Light Bulb.
Fog Light Set. Fog Light Switch. Headlamp Socket. Headlight Assembly. Headlight Assembly
Set. Headlight Bulb. Headlight Connector. Headlight Dimmer Switch. Headlight Mount Panel.
Headlight Switch. Headlight Wiring Harness. Horn Relay. Humidity and Windshield Temperature
Sensor. Ignition Lock Cylinder. Ignition Lock Cylinder Set. Ignition Lock Solenoid. Ignition
Relay. Impact Sensor. Inline Connector. Interior Dome Light. Interior Door Light Bulb. Keyless
Remote Case. License Lamp Assembly. License Light Bulb. License Plate Light. Liftgate
Release Switch. Manifold Absolute Pressure Sensor Connector. Map Light Bulb. Multi Purpose
Connector. Multi Purpose Wire Connector. Oil Pressure Sender. Oil Pressure Switch Connector.
Park Assist Camera. Park Assist Control Module. Parking Aid Sensor. Parking Aid Sensor Set.
Parking Distance Sensor. Parking Light Bulb. Parking Light Relay. Power Seat Switch. Power
Seat Switch Connector. Power Window Switch Connector. Radio Antenna. Radio Antenna Base.
Radio Antenna Extension Cable. Radio Antenna Mast. Radio Control Unit. Radio Wire Harness.
Rear Window Wiper Relay. Reflector Assembly. Seat Belt Pretensioner Connector. Seat Belt
Switch Connector. Seat Memory Module Connector. Seat Switch. Side Marker Light Bulb. Side
Reflector. Speaker Box. Speaker Bracket. Speaker Connector. Speedometer Sensor.
Speedometer Transmitter. Splice Wire Connector. Stability Control Steering Angle Sensor. Stop
Light Switch. Sun Load Temperature Sensor. Sunroof Switch Connector. Tail Light Assembly.
Tail Light Assembly Set. Tail Light Bulb. Tail Light Harness. Third Brake Light Bulb. Tire
Pressure Monitoring Sensor. Traction Control Switch. Trailer Connector Kit. Trailer Tow
Harness. Trailer Wiring Harness Relay. Turn Signal Light Bulb. Turn Signal Switch. Vacuum
Pump Relay. Vanity Mirror Light Bulb. Washer Pump. Washer Pump Grommet. Washer Pump
Relay. Washer Reservoir. Window Washer Pump Motor Connector. Windshield Washer Pump
Grommet. Windshield Washer Tank. Windshield Wiper Arm. Windshield Wiper Motor.
Windshield Wiper and Washer Switch. Windshield Wiper and Washer Switch Connector. Wiper
Blade. Wiper Blade Insert. Wiper Blade Set. Wiper Linkage. Wiper Relay. Wiper Switch. Air
Intake. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical.

Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. Shop By
Vehicle. Exide Battery. Click to Enlarge. Core Price [? Marathon Max's lasting energy protects
against battery failure, helping vehicle batteries stay strong and perform like new longer.
Advanced grid technology paired with glass mat separators retains initial capacity for lasting
energy for vehicle safety and entertainment features along with start-stop technology. Bosch
Battery. Bosch SB Battery. Battery may be oriented on side inverted not recommended ; also for
passenger compartment use. Fullriver Battery. Show More Show Less. Motorcraft Battery.
Battery located under hood. Features: Motorcraft battery products cover a variety of
automotive, marine, commercial, farm and industrial specialty applications. Products are
available for GM, Chrysler and a number of import vehicles as well. Microprocessor-controlled
intercell weld helps ensure longer battery life. Heat-sealed polypropylene cover and container
helps prevent leaks with a strong, impact-resistant material. Positive grid is optimized for
conductivity and is fully framed for excellent growth and short resistance. Grid alloy helps
increase cycle life, improve performance and reduce water consumption. Envelope separators
help protect plates and reduce shorts. Rounded corners on expanded metal negative grids help
eliminate separator shorts. Negative paste formulation resists flaking to improve overall
performance and increase life. Deka Battery. AC Delco Battery. Catalog: B. Our mobile
mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. A car
battery is an energy storage device that relies on a chemical reaction within the battery to
produce electricity. The stored electrical energy is used to initially operate the starter motor,
ignition system, and fuel system on your vehicle. Once your car engine is running, the
alternator supplies the electricity needed for all vehicle systems and charges the battery to
replace the electric energy used when starting a car. Most electric vehicles have a traction
battery which is in addition to the standard 12 volt battery that is used to start the car engine.
Traction batteries also convert chemical energy to supply electrical energy but operate at higher
voltages and often are monitored by the PCM Powertrain Control Module. Yes, but if you have a
weak battery you might be left stranded somewhere if the battery dies completely and you
cannot start your car. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online
Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Car Battery
Replacement Service What are car batteries and how do they work? When to replace a car
battery? A new battery has a specified capacity to provide power. This capacity is referred to as
the cranking amps rating of the battery. As a battery ages, the actual amps that a battery can
supply becomes lower than its original rating Once the cranking amps fall below a critical
threshold, it will be difficult or impossible to start your car. Battery or charging system warning
light is illuminated. Should a battery or charging system warning light illuminate, a mechanic
should perform a few basic tests to determine if a battery replacement is needed. Once a battery
has started to fail, and the voltage produced by the battery drops, then vehicle electrical
components can malfunction, such as the security system. How do mechanics replace the
battery? A temporary power source might be installed to avoid the possibility of losing radio
presets or stored data in the PCM while the battery is out. When the battery is already
completely dead, this step is unnecessary. The battery tie down system is loosened and the old
battery removed. Cable ends and wiring are carefully inspected to ensure cleanliness and no
corrosion. In some cases, corrosion can be extreme and the cable may need to be replaced or
wiring repaired. The new battery is installed and the tie down system is reinstalled.
Anti-corrosion compound is applied to the battery terminals. The positive terminal is
reconnected followed by the negative terminal. This step, performed using a specialized scan
tool, is necessary to maximize battery life and prevent electrical system malfunctions. The car is
started and charging system output is measured and compared against the factory OEM
specification to ensure that the new battery will properly recharge. Generally, charging output
will be in the range of Is it safe to drive with a battery problem? When replacing the battery keep
in mind: The quality of the electrical connections to the battery posts is important. Connections
must be clean, free of corrosion and properly tightened. Batteries store a large amount of
energy and if s
honda hrv 2017 manual
2001 lincoln
2008 dodge ram infinity stereo wiring diagram
hort-circuited a battery could explode and can create intense discharges that can damage your
eyesight. Insulated tools should be used to attach cabling to battery terminals. Batteries can
only be safely installed from a positive terminal to positive wiring and from a negative terminal
to body ground. Generally, a car battery will have a service life of 4 to 7 years. If a load test on a

battery reveals a significant reduction in the capacity of the battery to provide power, you
should buy a new battery rather than wait for the old battery to fail completely. Batteries should
only be disconnected if the engine is off and the alternator is not running. Disconnecting a car
battery while the alternator is running can cause a voltage spike that will damage sensitive
electronic components in the vehicle, such as the PCM. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular
GMC Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. How can we help?
Read FAQ. Service type Car Battery Replacement.

